




Welcome to More
When you think of KIA Carnival, you think of more. From the 
moment you sett le behind the wheels,  you are welcomed 
in a world where everything is more than your imagination. 
More power, more control, more elegance, more space, and 
more functionality. With KIA Carnival, drive to new frontiers, 
new poss ib i l i t ies  and re imagine your  dr iv ing exper ience .



Is it a sculpted, luxurious object of desire? A solid, practical family vehicle? 
A showcase for the latest in simple, yet thorough, driver assistance technology? 
Or a remarkably roomy and relaxing space for up to eleven people? 
The new Kia Carnival is all of these things, and more.

ELEGANCE THAT
SUITS YOUR TASTE

Specifications may vary according to region.



With an infinitely adaptable interior and easy access from every angle, the Carnival 
puts you in total control. It can take a large group of family or friends as far as 
the roads can reach, with ample space to accommodate the gear for adventurers, 
the tools of artisans or furniture to bring home from the store.

Specifications may vary according to region.



Venture in and out of cities in a spacious bubble of calm. Sliding doors make 
for quick entries and exits, and a puddle lamp shows you where you're stepping 
after dark. The same technological advances that keep the interior so quiet on 
the highway also help shut out city noises to create a calming oasis of comfort.

A BRIGHT SPOT IN 
THE HEART OF THE CITY 

Specifications may vary according to region.



From the futuristic headlamps embedded into the tiger-nose grille to the broad, 
dramatic stripe of the rear tail lamps, fresh details establish a luxurious new design 
vernacular among people movers. Sleek body lines serve an aerodynamic purpose, 
while the expansive windows and dual sunroof complement the cabin's feeling of 
openness. 

Specifications may vary according to region.



Carnival’s upscale and sophisticated interior puts the driver in 
command by enabling quick choices with minimal distraction 
through the use of steering wheel controls, or by tapping on 
the intuitive center-console screen. 

CONTROL IS 
THE NAME OF THE GAME

Specifications may vary according to region.



Information technology has changed driving forever. But rather than being 
bombarded by a seemingly infinite amount of data, the Carnival presents everything 
on a need-to-know basis, filtering out what's not absolutely necessary. 
The cockpit is designed and engineered to help you focus on the key information 
while your mind stays on the road and what's around you. 

SURROUNDED BY SCREENS
THAT SAY JUST ENOUGH
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Specifications may vary according to region.

A. 4.2-inch Supervision Cluster  
The supervision cluster helps you stay focused and 
informed, with data like remaining distance to empty 
and fuel consumption, navigation cues, and outside 
temperature.

B. 8" Infotainment System

View and select audio functions on the 8-inch display. 
Choose audio sources, tune in to radio stations, and 
adjust audio quality to taste by using convenient 
controls mounted on the steering wheel.
With wireless phone projection, the display of a 
compatible phone can be viewed on the center 
touchscreen.

C. Smartphone Wireless Charger 

Now with up to 15W of electric power, the charging
pad in the Wireless Charging Tray bin lets you charge
compatible mobile phones wirelessly. The indicator
shows orange while charging and turns green when
charging is complete.
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With firm, welcoming seats, enviable headroom, and tasteful materials, 
the Carnival comfortably accommodates every individual occupant. 
From the ways the doors slide to how the seats can be adjusted and moved, 
the interior is engineered to make the ride a joy for everyone inside.

INDIVIDUAL COMFORT
FOR EVERY SEAT

Seats 

Walk-in deviceIntegrated memory seats (IMS)

Full automatic air conditioning with 3-zone control 3-step Heated and ventilated seat

Specifications may vary according to region.



Specifications may vary according to region.

Graceful, sophisticated lines bring a touch of charm to any driveway. Everything 
about the Carnival is engineered with flexibility in mind. Power sliding rear doors 
can be activated with the touch of a button and, if your arms are full, the rear 
hatch automatically closes and locks just by walking away with the remote in your 
possession.



A

11 seats 2nd &3rd row 
jump-seat folding

4th row 
pop-up sinking 

3rd row seatback 
folding & sliding

SEATS
variation

It's hard to think of a more accommodating and flexible interior than this. Seating 
options let you fit up to eleven people, while some or most seats can be removed to 
make way for cargo. So you have the luxury to choose between accomodating more 
people or more luggage.

VERSATILITY TO HANDLE 
WHATEVER THE FUTURE BRINGS 

Smart power sliding doors

A. Remote one-touch power doors & liftgate

Power sliding rear doors offer easy entry and exit for 
rear occupants. Along with the power tailgate, all 
doors can be closed and locked with one smart-key 
button as you walk away.

Power tailgate auto-close

Specifications may vary according to region.



 Smartstream G3.5 

Max. Power

ps @ 6,400 rpm272 Max. Torque

kg.m @ 5,000 rpm33.8

4 Drive Modes
The Carnival adapts to the way you 
want to drive. Push the Drive Mode 
button beside the shifter to cycle 
between the fuel-conserving Eco 

mode, the responsiveness of Normal 
mode, the exhilaration of Sport mode, 

or the adaptability of Smart mode, 
which adjusts according to how your 
driving style varies over the course of 

a normal day. 

Paddle Shift Levers
Access more torque sooner, and choose 
your own shift points for the 8-speed 

automatic transmission. You can do it all 
without taking your hands from the 
steering wheel thanks to the levers 
conveniently mounted right at your 

fingertips.

Dial Type Gear Shift
(8 Speed AT)

With 8-speed automatic transmission, 
enjoy smooth gear changes and feel 
the cutting-edge driving sensibility 

through the dial-type electronic 
transmission.

Lambda 3.5 V6 MPI Engine
The new Carnival’s powerful engine 

offers significant fuel savings through 
improved cooling and reduced friction. 

The quieter gasoline engines of the new Carnival offer 
significant fuel savings through improved cooling and reduced 
friction. The 8-speed automatic transmission offers smooth 
gear changes, with more gear ranges to achieve the perfect 
balance of economy and power.

LESS VIBRATION, LESS FUEL 
AND ALL THE POWER YOU NEED

Specifications may vary according to region.



Specifications may vary according to region.

A. 3rd generation platform 

The new 3rd generation platform standardizes the arrangement of 
steering, chassis, powertrain, and cabin floor, resulting in a more 
spacious cabin and improved aerodynamics, handling, stability and 
collision safety performance. The Carnival benefits from advances made 
across the entire range of Kia vehicles. 

B. Smarter body and chassis materials

New applications of stronger, more formable steel in crucial areas help 
the body and chassis better disperse collision forces to improve occupant 
protection. Higher torsional rigidity delivers an impressive level of 
handling responsiveness and ride smoothness.
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C. Rear View Monitor (RVM) 

Rear View Monitor with Parking Guidance gives you a live view of 
what's behind you. Lines superimposed on the image help you 
know how much space you have.

D. Parking Distance Warning (PDW)

For utmost confidence and peace of mind when maneuvering into 
and out of tight spaces, PDW uses ultrasonic sensors mounted on 
the front and rear bumpers to warn you of any nearby obstacles.
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Building on an ingeniously integrated new platform, the Carnival uses technological 
advances, some incremental and others substantial, to better protect you in 
a collision, and to help you avoid situations that can lead to collisions in the first 
place. In short, it's always on the lookout for the safety of you and your occupants.

WE’VE THOUGHT OF EVERYTHING
TO KEEP YOU READY FOR ANYTHING

E. Airbag system

To help protect occupants and potentially reduce injuries in the event of a 
collision, seven airbags are offered (driver, driver's knee, front passenger, 
two front-side, and two side-curtain).

F. Vehicle Stability Management (VSM) 

For enhanced safety, VSM continuously monitors road conditions and 
automatically controls the steering and brakes when the road gets 
bumpy.

G. Hill-Start Assist Control (HAC)

When you’re at a standstill on an incline, HAC prevents you from rolling 
backward by gently applying the brakes for up to two seconds while you 
move your foot from the brake pedal to the accelerator.



Travelling with the whole family, and maybe a few friends too is one of those life 
events that make for lasting memories. The Carnival is hard to beat when it comes 
to intimate adventures, offering comfortable seating, plenty of space, 
lots of light, and the connectivity to keep you in touch with the rest of the world.

A COMPANION FOR
PICTURESQUE MOMENTS 

Specifications may vary according to region.



Group travel can be an adventure all in itself. 
The new Carnival applies decades of technological know-how 
and advancements to improve the ride for everyone, including 
those who need help getting in and out, kids with short 
attention spans, and people who just need a chance to unwind 
and recharge. In a world of all for one, the Carnival is one for all.

SOMETIMES THE BEST DESTINATION 
IS THE JOURNEY ITSELF

Specifications may vary according to region.



PERSONALIZATION Your vehicle is your family's home away from home and your 
pride and joy. So you decide what needs to be on board. The 
Carnival offers a wide range of features, from elementary to 
high-tech, and colors and finishes for a comfortable ride in 
style, so that you feel at home while exploring the world that 
awaits you.

Power Tail GateDual Power Sunroof

Dual LED Projection LampsMatte Chrome Radiator Grille

Specifications may vary according to region.

Steering-Wheel Remote Controls

Hidden Rear Wiper

Center Console TrayCenter-Console USB Charger
1St Row Seatback USB Charger &  
Double Seatback Pockets

Chrome Air Vent Driver's Seat Adjustment Controls

Center-Console Power Outlet

Sliding Door Buttons

Push Start with Smart EntryPuddle Light Electronic Parking Brake

3-Zone Full Auto Air Conditioning Independent Rear Air-Conditioning Control

Smart Key RemoteBluetooth Voice Recognition



Interior Colors

Dimensions (mm)

Exterior Colors

Snow White Pearl Silky Silver Ceramic Silver Aurora Black Pearl 

Panthera Metal Astra Blue Deep Chroma Blue  Flare Red 

Black + Saddle Brown Black + Martian Brown

Crash Pad Garnish

1,775 (w
ith roof rack)

1,746 5,155
3,090935 1,130

1,746
1,995

Hydrographic Wood Grain

Metal Paint + 3D Pattern

Specifications may vary according to region.



Specification Sheet

Specifications may vary according to region.

DIMENSIONS
Length (mm)  5155
Width (mm)  1995
Height (mm)  1740
Wheel Base (mm)  3090
Minimum Ground Clearance (mm)  172
Fuel Tank (Liters)  72
Wheel Tread Front (mm)  1746
Wheel Tread Back (mm)  1746
PERFORMANCE
Engine Type  LAMBDA 3.5 V6 MPI
Displacement (cc)  3470
Maximum Output (kW(ps)/rpm)  200.1(272)/6400
Maximum Torque (Nm/rpm)  331.5/5000
Transmission  8 Speed Automatic Transmission
Fuel Supply System  Multi Point Injection
Bore x Stroke (mm)  92 X 87
Compression Ratio  10.6
Front Suspension  McPherson Strut
Rear Suspension  Multi-link
Brake (Front)  18” Disc
Brake (Rear)  17” Disc
Shift By Wire (SBW) X  �
Paddle Shifter X  �
Drive Mode  Normal + Eco + Sport + Smart
Cruise Control  �
Tire Size  235/60R18
Wheel Type  18 inch Alloy
Spare Wheel  Alloy
SAFETY & CONVENIENCE
Airbags  Driver + Passenger + Side + Curtain + Knee
Hill-Start Assist Control  �
Vehicle Stability Management  �
ISO Fix Child Anchors  �
Anti-Lock Braking System  �
Electric Parking Brake with Auto hold  �
Park Assist Sensors  Forward and Reverse with Switch
Rear View Camera  �
Seat Belt  11
Wireless Charger  �
EXTERIOR
Smart Power Sliding Door  �
Dual Sunroof  �
Smart Automatic Tailgate  �
Roof Rack  �
Headlamps  Dual LED Projection Lamps
Position Lamps  LED
Daytime Running Lamps  LED
Side Repeater Lamps  Outside Mirror
Rear Combination Lamps  Bulb
Fog Lamps (Front + Rear)  MFR LED + Bulb
Auto Light Control  �

High Mounted Stop Lamp  LED
Outside Mirror  Electrically Adjustable + Retractable + Heated
Antenna  Shark Fin Type
Outside Handles Body Colored  Half Chrome Coating
Radiator Grille Silver Paint  Matte Chrome Coating
Chrome Skid Plate (F+R) X  �
Hidden Rear Wiper  �
Windshield  Acoustic Film
Window Defogger  Automatic 
INTERIOR
Interior Color Saddle Brown  Martian Brown
Seat Material  Artificial Leather
Push Start  �
Immobilizer  �
Central Door Lock  �
Steering Column  Tilt and Telescopic
Steering Wheel Material  Leather Wrapped 
Heated Steering Wheel  �
Gear Shift Knob  Leather Wrapped  Dial Type
Steering Controls  �
TFT Cluster  4.2” Cluster TFT LCD + Rheostat
Multimedia System  8” Infotainment with Android Auto and Apple CarPlay with Bluetooth
Power Windows  Power (Driver Auto Up/Down and Safety)
Speakers  6
AUX / USB Connectivity  �
Air Conditioner (front + rear)  Automatic 3 Zone Climate Control
Power Seats  Driver + Passenger
Adjustable Lumbar Support (Front) 2-Way Powered (Driver)  4-Way Powered (Driver)
Integrated Memory Seat X  Driver
Seat Height Adjuster  Power (Driver)
Heated Seats Driver + Passenger  Driver + Passenger + First Row
Ventilated Seats X  Driver + Passenger
Walk-in device  �
3rd Row 60:40 Split  �
4th Row Pop up Sinking  �
Side Seat Arm Rest  �
Inside Handle  IP Coating
Center Fascia Pattern Metal Paint  Hydrographic Wood Grain
Inside Rear View Mirror  Electrochromic Mirror
Room Lamps  LED
Personal Lamps (Rear)  LED
Overhead Console Lamp  LED
Cargo Lamp  LED
Puddle Lamp  �
Vanity Mirror  Illuminated
Cup Holders + Bottle  16
Center Console   �
Center Console Tray  �
Seat Back Pocket  Driver + Passenger
Sunshade Blinds  �
Cargo Net  �
Hood Insulator  �

FEATURES GLS GLS+ FEATURES GLS GLS+
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Movement that inspires
At Kia, we believe movement inspires ideas. Great ideas come to you when you’re on the move. Whether you’re walking, traveling on a train or driving. It’s why we create 
the spaces and the time you need to bring ideas to life. Very like the experience that awaits you behind the wheel of every Kia. With our design, space innovation, purpose 
driven technology and built in sustainability, we aim to inspire everytime you encounter the Kia brand. Because you never know where your next big idea awaits. But they 
are out there. Waiting to be discovered. So, what are you waiting for? Get moving. Get inspired.

About Kia Motor Corporation Limited 

Kia Motor Corporation Limited (www.kia.com) – a maker of quality vehicles for the young-at-heart – was founded in 1944 and is Korea's oldest manufacturer of 
motor vehicles. It produces over 3 million vehicles annually through 10 manufacturing and assembly operations located in 5 countries. These are then sold and 
serviced through a network of distributors and dealers spanning around 180 countries. Kia currently employs around 50,000 people worldwide and has annual 
revenues exceeding US$44 billion. It is the major sponsor of the Australian Open and serves FIFA, the governing body of the FIFA World Cup™ as official automotive 
partner. Lucky Motors Corporation's brand slogan – "The Power to Surprise" – represents the company's global commitment to surprise the world by providing 
exciting and inspiring experiences that go beyond expectations.

LUCKY MOTOR CORPORATION LIMITED
Bin Qasim Industrial Park, (SEZ) DEH PIPRI SURVEY # 78-79
107 & NC97/98 Pakistan Street, Bin Qasim Town, Korangi Landhi Town, Next to Arabian Sea Country Club.
Phone # 111-111-KIA  (111-111-542)

kia-luckymotorcorp.com/


